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REVIEW OF SANDY CITY CENTENNIAL HTRZ PROPOSAL 
 
This independent review of the proposed Sandy City Centennial HTRZ by Zions Public Finance, Inc. (ZPFI) 
is prepared in accordance with Utah Code 63N-3-604(3)(b) which requires a gap analysis that includes the 
following elements: 
 

(i) A description of the planned development; 
(ii) A market analysis relative to other comparable project developments included in or adjacent 

to the municipality or public transit county absent the proposed housing and transit 
reinvestment zone; 

(iii) An evaluation of the proposal to and a determination of the adequacy and efficiency of the 
proposal; 

(iv) An evaluation of the proposed increment capture needed to cover the enhanced 
development costs associated with the housing and transit reinvestment zone proposal and 
enable the proposed development to occur; and 

(v) Based on the market analysis and other findings, an opinion relative to the minimum amount 
of potential public financing reasonably determined to be necessary to achieve the objectives 
described in Subsection 63N-3-603(1). 

 
 

Description of the Planned Development 

The planned development includes 164 residential units, of which 17 will be deed restricted as affordable 
housing based on HUD guidelines for affordability for households making 80 percent or less of the area 
median income (AMI). Supporting retail space of 2,000 square feet is also planned for the site which is 
located on 1.52 acres along Centennial Parkway in Sandy City.  The development includes 216 parking 
stalls as part of a parking structure estimated to cost $6.45 million, or nearly $30,000 per parking stall. 
 
A map, copied from the Proposal, is included in Appendix A. 
 
TABLE 1:  PROPERTIES 

Parcel ID Owner Acres 

27124760350000 Centennial Park Partners LLC 1.45 

27124760410000 RedSky Sandy, LLC 0.07 

Total  1.52 

 
The planned development is located within 1/3 mile of the South Jordan FrontRunner station. 
 
 

Market Analysis Relative to Other Comparable Project Developments Included in or Adjacent to 
the Municipality or Public Transit County Absent the Proposed Housing and Transit Reinvestment 
Zone 

 
This section first looks at recently completed multi-family projects in the southeast portion of Salt Lake 
County to determine the characteristics of these projects and if public assistance was utilized for these 
projects.  Recognizing, however, that construction costs have escalated rapidly and that feasibility 
thresholds are changing, this section then reviews the developer pro formas submitted as part of the 
Proposal in light of current market conditions.   
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Comparative Project Developments 

A map of recently completed multi-family units, as prepared by CBRE, is included in Appendix B.  Based on 
this map, two market-rate projects were recently completed in Sandy City – The Hills at Sandy Station 
(Phase 2) with 146 units and Park at City Center with 330 units. 
 
The Hills at Sandy Station is located at 132 E. Sego Lily Drive in Sandy and offers the following unit types 
and rent rates: 
 
TABLE 2:  THE HILLS AT SANDY STATION 

Unit Type Square Feet Rent Range 

Studio 384  

1 Bd/1 Ba 722-784 $1,350 - $1,435 

2 Bd/2 Ba 893-1,600 $1,670 - $1,780 

3 Bd/2-2.5 Ba 1,238 – 1,348  

Source:  https://utah.weidner.com/apartments/ut/sandy/hills-at-sandy-station/index.aspx 

 
Park at City Center is a higher-end development with a total of 330 units: 
 
TABLE 3: PARK AT CITY CENTER 

Unit Type Square Feet Rent Range 

1 Bd/1 Ba 589-841 $1,516 - $2,384 

2 Bd/2 Ba 982-1,294 $2,011- $2,763 

3 Bd/2-2.5 Ba 1,475 $2,314 - $2,851 

Source:  https://utah.weidner.com/apartments/ut/sandy/hills-at-sandy-station/index.aspx 

 
In comparison, the Proposal suggests rents that are slightly lower than The Hills at Sandy Station and 
significantly lower than The Park at City Center.  This is not surprising because The Park is higher end with 
amenities such as a large swimming pool.  The Park has structured parking which was built without public 
assistance, but that is also supported by significantly higher rents. 
 
TABLE 4: RENTAL RATES FROM PROPOSAL 

Unit Type Square Feet Rent 

Studio  503 $1,170  

1 Bed A  746 $1,316  

1 Bed B  755 $1,316  

2 Bed A  992 $1,524  

2 Bed B  875 $1,455  

2 Bed C  935 $1,513  

Loft Suite A  826 $1,455  

Loft Suite B  1,209 $1,628  

 
While the rental rates in the Proposal, as shown in Table 4 above, are lower than those shown in the 
preceding two tables, there is some uncertainty as to the actual rental rates that will be charged by 
Centennial.  Appendices H and I of the Proposal show residential rents (under full occupancy) as 
$3,329,304 in Year 2 (no rents are shown in year 1).  With 164 units, this averages $1,692 per unit per 
month, similar to the rents at the Hills at Sandy Station.  The pro formas shown in Appendices H and I of 
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the Proposal do not give any indication that some of the rent revenues may come from other sources, 
such as parking fees, laundry fees, etc., but it is assumed that a small portion may originate from other 
than monthly rents per unit.  Thus, there is some question of whether rents at Centennial will be (with 
the exception of the 17 deed-restricted units) lower than market rate rents at comparative properties 
such as the Hills at Sandy Station. 
 
A map of multi-family projects under construction, as prepared by CBRE, is included in Appendix C.  Seven 
Skies Apartments, located at 168 East Midvillage Blvd. in Sandy with 304 units was just completed (since 
the preparation of the CBRE report for 2021).  The complex includes one, two and three-bedroom units, 
ranging in size from 450 to 1,550 square feet.  Rents range from $1,541 - $2,2031 depending on size and 
floor plan.  There are no deed-restricted units. 
 
Sandy City indicates that there have been two recent projects in the City, with structured parking, that 
necessitated public assistance for the structured parking.  It is, admittedly, difficult for rents to cover the 
added costs of structured parking, although some value is picked up from the added density (i.e., 
spreading land costs over a greater number of units).   
 
Recently the City provided assistance for the TOD CDA located just east of City Hall which includes 
185,000 square feet of office space (with 155,000 additional office square feet planned) and 1,000 multi-
family units.  The main parking structure has 518 stalls and is used jointly by the residential and 
commercial development.  The project will receive 70 percent of increment for 20 years if the structured 
parking is built.   
 
A development planned with 240 residential units and 10,000 square feet of commercial space behind 
the Hilton Garden Inn will likely receive public assistance for structured parking. 
 

Analysis of Developer Pro Formas 

The Proposal requests $4.68 million in public assistance and presents pro formas that show that such 
assistance would increase the IRR from 9 percent to 13 percent, thereby allowing the developer to “cover 
the decreased rental income and construct a parking structure.”2 
 
Our analysis questions three of the assumptions used in the developer’s pro forma model: 
 

• Construction costs as shown in Table 4 of the proposal sum to nearly $3.3 million less than shown 
in the Table; 

• Rental vacancy rates used are high; and 

• CAP rate used in the analysis is somewhat high given current market conditions. 
 
By adjusting any or all of these assumptions, the IRR of the project improves significantly. 
 
Construction Costs 
The current construction market is highly volatile and it is extremely difficult to estimate construction 
costs which are also subject to supply chain delays. Therefore, this analysis accepts the costs in the 

 
1 Phone interview with Seven Skies on July 8, 2022 
2 Proposal, p. 10 
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Proposal.3 However, there appears to be a math error in Table 4 of the Proposal.  Table 5 below is taken 
directly from the Proposal (Table 4, p. 8) and does not sum to the amount shown in the Proposal (and in 
the Table below).  Rather, the corrected sum is $45,778,486.31 – a reduction of $3,279,139.80 in costs. 
 
TABLE 5:  CONSTRUCTION COSTS – TAKEN DIRECTLY FROM DEVELOPER PROPOSAL 

Description Amount 

Land Cost $5,059,393.55 

Vertical Cost (including Parking Structure) $32,791,398.00 

Soft Cost $7,927,694.76  

Total $49,057,626.11  
 
The narrative preceding this table in the Proposal makes clear that the developer intended its Table 4 to 
include all costs, for it reads: 
 

“The Development is a mixed-use development that will include 164 apartment units, 2000 square feet of 
commercial space, and a 216-stall parking structure. The Development is estimated to cost $49.1M to 
construct and develop the site without public assistance. The construction costs include: (i) land costs, (ii) 
vertical costs and (iii) soft costs, which are detailed below in Table 4.  

 
Part of the total $49.1M of estimated costs is the required parking structure, which is estimated to cost 
$6.5M, or approximately 13.1% of the total Development construction cost.” 

 
By reducing the total costs from $49.1M to $45.8M, the IRRs improve as follows: 
 

• Without public assistance - from 9% to 11% 

• With public assistance – from 13% to 14% 
 
See Appendices D and E. 
 
Rental Vacancy Rates 
According to CBRE, multifamily vacancy rates are averaging 2.7 percent.4 The pro forma provided in the 
Proposal reflects a vacancy rate of 65 percent in year 2, followed by 8.5 percent per year thereafter.  
These vacancy rates are too high and make the IRRs calculate lower.  To be conservative, our analysis 
leaves the 65 percent vacancy rate for the 2nd year and 8.5 percent for the following year (year 3).  Given 
the current housing shortage in the Salt Lake Valley, it is unlikely that initial vacancies will be this high.  
Then, however, our model reduces the vacancy rate to five percent per year for the following years.  By 
reducing the vacancy rate from 8.5 percent to 5.0 percent for years 4 – 10, the IRRs improve as follows: 
 

• Without public assistance - from 9% to 11% 

• With public assistance – from 13% to 14% 
 
See Appendices F and G. 
 

 
3 The average cost per door ranges between approximately $279,000 to $299,000 per unit depending on whether 
the total construction costs are $45.8 million or $49.1 million. 

4 CBRE The Greater Salt Lake Area Multi-Family Report 2021 Review I 2020 Outlook, p. 5. 
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CAP Rates 
CAP rates are a measure of the rate of return that a property is expected to generate based on the 
income that a property is expected to generate currently.  In today’s market, CAP rates are currently very 
low for multifamily units indicating optimistic conditions where buyers expect future appreciation of 
properties to occur and are therefore willing to accept lower CAP rates at the time of purchase.   
 
CBRE provides the current CAP rates in the Salt Lake area multifamily market: 
 

• Class A – 3.71% 

• Class B – 4.17% 

• Class C – 4.58% 
 
The Proposal uses a CAP rate of 4.5 percent which is high for Class A properties in the current market.5  
Granted, the units will be 10 years older at the time the pro forma calculates a sales price; however, CAP 
rates listed above are not solely for new properties but are reflective of all current sales in the market. 
While future CAP rates are not known, our review of the Proposal conducts sensitivity analysis using CAP 
rates of 4.2 percent and 4.0 percent in order to evaluate the impacts on IRR and to more closely match 
current market conditions.  A lower CAP rate is less risky and results in a higher IRR because a CAP rate is 
only a snapshot of the value of a property at a given moment in the investment lifecycle, whereas IRR 
provides for an overall view of the total returns on the investment on an annualized basis including profits 
from sale of the property. 
 
 At 4.2% CAP rate: 

• Without public assistance - from 9% to 11% 

• With public assistance – from 13% to 14% 
 

At 4.0% CAP rate: 

• Without public assistance - from 9% to 12% 

• With public assistance – from 13% to 15% 
 
See Appendices H, I, J and K. 
 
GAP Summary Analysis 
The IRR required by a developer varies depending on multiple factors, including their willingness to take 
risk.  The Proposal states that, “the calculated IRR of 9 percent in the current market is not sufficient to 
attract the necessary capital or equity required to move forward with the project.”  However, the 
Proposal also states that, “the calculated 13 percent in this current market increases the feasibility of 
attracting the requisite capital or equity required to move forward with the Project.” 
 
 
 

 
5 CBRE classifies Class A properties as having an average unit value of $325,000 per unit, CBRE The Greater Salt Lake 

Area Multi-Family Report 2021 Review I 2020 Outlook, p. 8.  The market value of the residential units in the Proposal 

is calculated by taking the taxable value as shown in of $28,822,102 and dividing by 0.55 (primary residential 
exemption) in order to arrive at a market value of $52.4 million, and then dividing by 164 units to arrive at an 
average market value of $320,000. 
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TABLE 6:  SUMMARY OF GAP ANALYSIS – IRRS WITH VARIOUS ADJUSTMENTS 

  No HTRZ HTRZ 

Developer Pro Forma 9% 13% 

Construction Cost Adjustment* 11% 14% 

Vacancy Rate Adjustment** 11% 14% 

CAP Rate Adjustment to 4.2% 11% 14% 

CAP Rate Adjustment to 4.0% 12% 15% 

Combination – Construction Cost, 
Vacancy Rate and CAP Rate (4.2%) 

14% 17% 

Combination – Construction Cost, 
Vacancy Rate and CAP Rate (4.0%) 

15% 18% 

*Construction costs are reduced by $3,279,140  
**Vacancy rates are adjusted to 5% for years 4-10 

 
Appendices L, M, N and O show the resulting IRRs with reduced construction cost, reduced vacancy rates 
and CAP rates of 4.2 and 4.0 percent. 

 
An Evaluation of the Proposal to and a Determination of the Adequacy and Efficiency of the 
Proposal 

This section evaluates whether or not the Proposal has met all of the requirements of Utah Code 63N-3-
604(a) which requires the following elements: 
 

(i) Demonstrates that the proposed housing and transit reinvestment zone will meet the 
objectives described in Subsection 63N-3-603(1); 

(ii) Explains how the municipality or public transit county will achieve the requirements of 
Subsection 63N-3-603(2)(a); 

(iii) Defines the specific transportation infrastructure needs, if any, and proposed 
improvements; 

(iv) Defines the boundaries of: 
a. The housing and transit reinvestment zone; and 
b. The sales and use tax boundary corresponding to the housing and transit 

reinvestment zone boundary, as described in Section 63N-3-610; 
(v) Identifies any development impediments that prevent the development from being a 

market-rate investment and proposed strategies for addressing each one; 
(vi) Describes the proposed development plan, including the requirements described in 

Subsections 63N-3-603(2) and (4); 
(vii) Establishes a base year and collection period to calculate the tax increment within the 

housing and transit reinvestment zone; 
(viii) Establishes a sales and use tax base year to calculate the sales and use tax increment 

within the housing and transit reinvestment zone; 
(ix) Describes projected maximum revenues generated and the amount of tax increment 

capture from each taxing entity and proposed expenditures of revenue derived from the 
housing and transit reinvestment zone; 

(x) Includes an analysis of other applicable or eligible incentives, grants, or sources of 
revenue that can be used to reduce the finance gap; 

(xi) Evaluates possible benefits to active and public transportation availability and impacts on 
air quality; 
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(xii) Proposes a finance schedule to align expected revenue with required financing costs and 
payments; and 

(xiii) Provides a pro-forma for the planned development including the cost differential 
between surface parked multi-family development and enhanced development that 
satisfies the requirements described in Subsections 63N-3-603(2), (3) and (4 

 
The following section briefly summarizes how the Proposal has adequately responded to each of 
these elements. 
 

(i) Demonstrates that the proposed housing and transit reinvestment zone will meet the 
objectives described in Subsection 63N-3-603(1) 

 
(a) Higher utilization of public transit: 

The Proposal cites data from the Institute of Transportation Engineers (ITE) that suggests that 
residential units in close proximity to public transit result in higher ridership of public transit. 

(b) Increasing availability of housing, including affordable housing; 
The Proposal includes 164 residential units, including 17 deed-restricted affordable units. 

(c) Conservation of water resources through efficient land use; 
The Proposal states that the vertical nature of the structures will limit the amount of water 
needed to maintain landscaping as well as the development’s proximity to a 5-acre park that 
will serve as open space and recreational space for the development. 

(d) Improving air quality by reducing fuel consumption and motor vehicle trips; 
The Proposal cites a reduction in motor vehicle trips, due to increased transit ridership. 

(e) Encouraging transformative mixed-use development and investment in transportation and 
public infrastructure in strategic areas; 
The proposed mixed-use development is within the required distance of a FrontRunner 
station in order to be considered as a HTRZ and includes 17 affordable housing units and a 
parking structure.   

(f) Strategic land use planning in major land use investment corridors; 
High-density development (108 units per acre) is planned for a major transportation corridor. 

(g) Increasing access to employment and educational opportunities; 
The Proposal cites proximity to educational and employment opportunities. 

(h) Increasing access to child care. 
While the Proposal does not directly address access to child care, the proximity of 
educational and employment opportunities likely also offer access to child care. 
 

(ii) Demonstrates that the proposed housing and transit reinvestment zone will meet the 
objectives described in Subsection 63N-3-603(1); 
 
The Proposal states that it will meet the objectives through the following: 

• Increase public transit utilization 

• Reduce vehicle trips, fuel consumption, and emissions; 

• Increase housing supply and provide affordable housing; 

• Increase access to employment and education opportunities; and 

• Encourage mixed use development and investment in public transit infrastructure. 
 

https://le.utah.gov/xcode/Title63N/Chapter3/63N-3-S603.html?v=C63N-3-S603_2022050420220504#63N-3-603(1)
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(iii) Explains how the municipality or public transit county will achieve the requirements of 
Subsection 63N-3-603(2)(a); 
The Proposal explains how the development will achieve the objectives stated above through 
increased ridership and decreased vehicle trips due to proximity to the South Jordan 
FrontRunner station; through the addition of 164 residential units, of which 17 will be 
affordable; and proximity to specific employment and education opportunities as 
enumerated in the Proposal. 

 
(iv) Defines the specific transportation infrastructure needs, if any, and proposed improvements; 

The Proposal details the added costs of structured parking over surface parking. The average 
cost per stall is $29,861 as shown in the Proposal.6   
 

(v) Defines the boundaries of: 
a. The housing and transit reinvestment zone; and 
b. The sales and use tax boundary corresponding to the housing and transit reinvestment 

zone boundary, as described in Section 63N-3-610; 
The Proposal clearly sets forth the boundaries as shown in Exhibit A of the Proposal. 
 

(vi) Identifies any development impediments that prevent the development from being a market-
rate investment and proposed strategies for addressing each one; 
The Proposal identifies impediments as increased construction costs and supply chain 
shortages; the added costs associated with structured parking; the added costs associated 
with urban infill development; and the loss of some development space due to restrictions 
with the neighboring Target development. 

 
(vii) Describes the proposed development plan, including the requirements described in 

Subsections 63N-3-603(2) and (4); 
The Development Plan is clearly set forth in the Proposal and has been included in an earlier 
section of this document. 

 
(viii) Establishes a base year and collection period to calculate the tax increment within the housing 

and transit reinvestment zone; 
The Proposal clearly sets forth a base year and collection period for increment as shown in 
Exhibits C and D of the Proposal. 
 

(ix) Establishes a sales and use tax base year to calculate the sales and use tax increment within 
the housing and transit reinvestment zone; 
The Proposal clearly sets forth sales and use tax information as shown in Exhibit E of the 
Proposal.  The assumptions for increased sales taxes are based on 2,000 square feet of retail 
space ($375 per square foot), as well as online sales of $2,750 per capita.  These assumptions 
appear reasonable.  
 

 
6 Research indicates that the average price per stall in 2019 was $21,500 and that the average cost in 2021 was 
$25,700.  With the volatility in construction costs, and supply chain delays, the assumption in the Proposal, while 
on the higher end, seems reasonable.  Sources:  https://wginc.com/parking-
outlook/#:~:text=In%202019%2C%20the%20median%20construction,%2C%20increasing%205.1%25%20over%202
018.    https://f.hubspotusercontent20.net/hubfs/9476621/2021%20Parking%20Structure%20Cost%20Outlook.pdf 

https://wginc.com/parking-outlook/#:~:text=In%202019%2C%20the%20median%20construction,%2C%20increasing%205.1%25%20over%202018
https://wginc.com/parking-outlook/#:~:text=In%202019%2C%20the%20median%20construction,%2C%20increasing%205.1%25%20over%202018
https://wginc.com/parking-outlook/#:~:text=In%202019%2C%20the%20median%20construction,%2C%20increasing%205.1%25%20over%202018
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(x) Describes projected maximum revenues generated and the amount of tax increment capture 
from each taxing entity and proposed expenditures of revenue derived from the housing and 
transit reinvestment zone; 
The Proposal clearly sets forth the projected revenues in Exhibit D of the Proposal. 
 

(xi) Includes an analysis of other applicable or eligible incentives, grants, or sources of revenue 
that can be used to reduce the finance gap; 
The Proposal does not identify any additional sources, other than the HTRZ, that can be used 
to fund the gap. 
 

(xii) Evaluates possible benefits to active and public transportation availability and impacts on air 
quality; 
The Proposal identifies increased FrontRunner ridership from the proposed development and 
states that the increased ridership will result in reduced vehicle trips, thereby reducing 
harmful emissions and improving air quality.  The Proposal does not quantify benefits other 
than to say that, “The Institute of Transportation Engineers estimates that residential sites 
less than one mile, but greater than one-quarter (1/4) of a mile away from a rail station can 
expect 2% of trips to be made via transit. The Project is projected to generate 742 trips per 
day, so a 2% reduction would eliminate 15 vehicle trips a day, or 5,416 trips annually. The 
reduction in number of trips will increase as more residents opt for public transportation, 
boosting FrontRunner ridership, thus decreasing the amount of carbon monoxide, 
hydrocarbons, and other harmful emissions. According to Sandy City Data, over 75% of 
households have two to three cars. Centennial allots 1.25 parking stalls per unit, well below 
the City’s rate, further reducing the number of vehicle trips. Additionally, Centennial will also 
add commercial bike storage on the main level and smaller bike storage within each unit.” 
 

(xiii) Proposes a finance schedule to align expected revenue with required financing costs and 
payments; and 
The Proposal includes finance schedules in Exhibits F, G, H and I. 
 

(xiv) Provides a pro-forma for the planned development including the cost differential between 
surface parked multi-family development and enhanced development that satisfies the 
requirements described in Subsections 63N-3-603(2), (3) and (4) 
The Proposal includes pro formas that include costs with and without the HTRZ but does not 
show the difference in the number of residential units that can be constructed with 
structured parking (i.e., enhanced development) versus surface parking.  
 
Utah Code 63N-3-603(2)(d) requires that a “reasonable percentage” of the dwelling units 
have more than one bedroom.  The Proposal does not identify the number of units by type.  
This should be included in order to ensure that all requirements of Utah Code are met. 
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An Evaluation of the Proposed Increment Capture Needed to Cover the Enhanced Development 
Costs Associated with the Housing and Transit Reinvestment Zone Proposal and Enable the 
Proposed Development to Occur 

 
Assuming that the construction costs are only $45.8 million, rather than the $49.1 million shown in the 
Proposal, the project will save $3.3 million of the nearly $4.7 million requested.  Further, a reduction in 
vacancy rates and CAP rates, as discussed in this report, brings the IRR to the 13 percent range and above 
that the developer says will allow the project to go forward (see Table 6 of this report).  This calculation is 
made using the developer’s projections of rents, expenses and costs of debt, while adjusting construction 
costs (based on the actual total in Table 4 of the Proposal), vacancy rates and CAP rates.  
 
However, without incentives the developer has no motivation to include affordable housing units in the 
development.  Based on the calculations in the Proposal, the developer will receive $25,092 less per year 
in rents due to the deed restrictions placed on 17 units.  At a discount rate of six percent, the reduced 
rents have a net present value of $345,387 over 30 years; at a discount rate of four percent, the reduced 
rents have a net present value of $433,892 over 30 years. 
 
A developer would likely need more than a breakeven scenario on rents in order to deed restrict some of 
the units in the building.  The developer would incur additional administrative costs, paperwork, target 
markets for potential renters, etc. with the deed restrictions.   
 
The following section describes the amount of increment and increment capture needed to allow the 
proposed development to move forward. 
 
 

Based on the Market Analysis and Other Findings, an Opinion Relative to the Minimum Amount 
of Potential Public Financing Reasonably Determined to be Necessary to Achieve the Objectives 
Described in Subsection 63N-3-603(1) 

 
The proposed development can achieve an IRR of 13 percent if a combination of the following factors 
occur: 
 

• Construction costs are only $45.8 million rather than the $49.1 million cites in the Proposal; 

• Vacancy rates are reduced to 5 percent per year after the first two years, which is standard in 
the industry and still significantly higher than current vacancy rates (2.7%); and 

• CAP rates are reduced to reflect more current market conditions. 
 
However, some motivation must be provided if the State wants to encourage the development of 
affordable housing units.  The incentives are needed due to the reduced rents available to the developer 
from the deed-restricted units.  The proposed development assumes a reduction of $123 per unit per 
month for 17 affordable housing units, or a total of $25,092 in the initial year.   If rents on affordable units 
increase by 3 percent per year (assuming AMI increases at the same amount), this results in a total loss of 
nearly $1.2 million in rents over 30 years, with a net present value of $631,389 discounted at 4 percent.  
The developer would be unlikely to proceed with the affordable units at merely a breakeven amount and 
would likely require some sort of premium in order to move forward with the development.  Assuming a 
premium of 100 percent would bring the total for public assistance to $1.26 million. A premium amount 
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of 100 percent ($631,389 over 30 years) averages about $21,000 per year to assist with the added costs 
of administration, marketing, etc. due to the restricted units.  Therefore, a total amount of $1.26 million 
could be considered the minimum amount necessary to induce the developer to proceed with the 
proposed development.   
 
A second approach was used to estimate the impact to the developer from the 17 deed restricted units.  
It can be argued that CAP rates could increase slightly due to the increased risk to the developer from the 
deed-restricted units (which cannot raise rents in tandem with market conditions), thereby reducing the 
sales price in 10 years.  An increase of 15 basis points to CAP rates, results in a loss of value of about 
$1.25 million.  Therefore, under both approaches, the minimal amount of public assistance would appear 
to be about $1.26 million. 
- 
At a proposed capture rate of 80 percent of property taxes, an amount of $1.26 million could be repaid in 
about five years. 
 
While other mixed-use developments currently taking place in Sandy are utilizing public assistance for 
parking structures, the pro formas provided by the developer suggest that with adjustments for the 
correction in the calculation of construction costs, five percent (rather than 8.5 percent) vacancy rates, 
and even slight adjustment of CAP rates, the parking structure could be built without public assistance.  
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Appendix A 
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Appendix B 
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Appendix C 
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APPENDIX D
NO HTRZ ‐ REDUCED CONSTRUCTION 
COST 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Gross Residential Rents $0 $3,329,304 $3,429,183 $3,532,059 $3,638,020 $3,747,161 $3,859,576 $3,975,363 $4,094,624 $4,217,463
Less Residential Vacancies: 100% 65% 8.5% 8.5% 8.5% 8.5% 8.5% 8.5% 8.5% 8.5%
Residential Vacancies $0 ($2,164,048) ($291,481) ($300,225) ($309,232) ($318,509) ($328,064) ($337,906) ($348,043) ($358,484)
Retail Gross Rents $0 $56,000 $57,680 $59,410 $61,193 $63,028 $64,919 $66,867 $68,873 $70,939
Less Retail Vacancies: 100% 65% 6% 6% 6% 6% 6% 6% 6% 6%
Commercial Vacancies $0 ($36,400) ($3,461) ($3,565) ($3,672) ($3,782) ($3,895) ($4,012) ($4,132) ($4,256)
EGI $0 $1,184,856 $3,191,922 $3,287,680 $3,386,309 $3,487,899 $3,592,536 $3,700,312 $3,811,322 $3,925,661
Expenses $0 ($487,769) ($1,025,000) ($1,055,750) ($1,087,423) ($1,120,045) ($1,153,647) ($1,188,256) ($1,223,904) ($1,260,621)
Expense per Unit ($2,974) ($6,250) ($6,438) ($6,631) ($6,830) ($7,034) ($7,245) ($7,463) ($7,687)
NOI $0 $697,087 $2,166,922 $2,231,930 $2,298,886 $2,367,854 $2,438,889 $2,512,056 $2,587,418 $2,665,040
Capex Reserve ‐ 1.5% if NOI to start; 
grows by 3% per yr) $0 ($10,456) ($10,770) ($11,093) ($11,426) ($11,768) ($12,121) ($12,485) ($12,860) ($13,245)
Net NOI $0 $686,631 $2,156,152 $2,220,837 $2,287,461 $2,356,086 $2,426,768 $2,499,571 $2,574,558 $2,651,795
Debt Service ‐ Interest Only Pmts $0 $0 ($1,630,859) ($1,630,859) ($1,630,859) ($1,630,859) ($1,630,859) ($1,630,859) ($1,630,859) ($1,630,859)
Net Cash from Sale $23,112,562
Before Tax Return ($11,444,622) $0 $686,631 $525,293 $589,978 $656,602 $725,227 $795,909 $868,712 $943,699 $24,133,499
IRR 11% 6% 5% 5% 6% 6% 7% 8% 8%
Stabilized DSCR 1.33                       

Current Value $48,153,817
CAP Rate Yr 10 4.50%
Terminal Sales Price $59,223,120
Selling Expenses ‐ 3% ($1,776,694)
Net Sales Price $57,446,427
Remaining Loan $34,333,865
Cash from Sale ‐ before Tax $23,112,562

Change in Debt Calculations
Total Value $48,153,817.00
Total Costs $45,778,486.31
Loan ‐ 75% $34,333,864.73
Developer Equity ($11,444,621.58)
Loan Amount $34,333,864.73
Interest Rate 4.75%
Amortization Period ‐ Yrs 30                           
Payment per Yr ‐ Interest Only $1,630,858.57
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APPENDIX E
HTRZ ‐ REDUCED CONSTRUCTION COST 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Gross Residential Rents $0 $3,329,304 $3,429,183 $3,532,059 $3,638,020 $3,747,161 $3,859,576 $3,975,363 $4,094,624 $4,217,463
Less Residential Vacancies: 100% 65% 8.5% 8.5% 8.5% 8.5% 8.5% 8.5% 8.5% 8.5%
Residential Vacancies $0 ($2,164,048) ($291,481) ($300,225) ($309,232) ($318,509) ($328,064) ($337,906) ($348,043) ($358,484)
Retail Gross Rents $0 $56,000 $57,680 $59,410 $61,193 $63,028 $64,919 $66,867 $68,873 $70,939
Less Retail Vacancies: 100% 65% 6% 6% 6% 6% 6% 6% 6% 6%
Commercial Vacancies $0 ($36,400) ($3,461) ($3,565) ($3,672) ($3,782) ($3,895) ($4,012) ($4,132) ($4,256)
EGI $0 $1,184,856 $3,191,922 $3,287,680 $3,386,309 $3,487,899 $3,592,536 $3,700,312 $3,811,322 $3,925,661
Expenses $0 ($487,769) ($1,025,000) ($1,055,750) ($1,087,423) ($1,120,045) ($1,153,647) ($1,188,256) ($1,223,904) ($1,260,621)
Expense per Unit ($2,974) ($6,250) ($6,438) ($6,631) ($6,830) ($7,034) ($7,245) ($7,463) ($7,687)
NOI $0 $697,087 $2,166,922 $2,231,930 $2,298,886 $2,367,854 $2,438,889 $2,512,056 $2,587,418 $2,665,040
Capex Reserve ‐ 1.5% if NOI to start; grows by 
3% per yr) $0 ($10,456) ($10,770) ($11,093) ($11,426) ($11,768) ($12,121) ($12,485) ($12,860) ($13,245)
Net NOI $0 $686,631 $2,156,152 $2,220,837 $2,287,461 $2,356,086 $2,426,768 $2,499,571 $2,574,558 $2,651,795
Debt Service ‐ Interest Only Pmts $0 $0 ($1,443,865) ($1,443,865) ($1,443,865) ($1,443,865) ($1,443,865) ($1,443,865) ($1,443,865) ($1,443,865)
Net Cash from Sale $24,589,923
Before Tax Return ($10,132,383) $0 $686,631 $712,287 $776,972 $843,596 $912,221 $982,903 $1,055,706 $1,130,693 $25,797,853
IRR 14% 7% 7% 8% 8% 9% 10% 10% 11%
Stabilized DSCR 1.50                             

Current Value $48,153,817
CAP Rate Yr 10 4.50%
Terminal Sales Price $59,223,120
Selling Expenses ‐ 3% ($1,776,694)
Net Sales Price $57,446,427
Remaining Loan $32,856,504
Cash from Sale ‐ before Tax $24,589,923

Change in Debt Calculations
Total Value $48,153,817
Total Costs $40,529,532
Loan ‐ 75% $30,397,149
Developer Equity ($10,132,383)
Loan Amount $30,397,149
Interest Rate 4.75%
Amortization Period ‐ Yrs 30                                 
Payment per Yr ‐ Interest Only $1,443,864.58
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APPENDIX F
NO HTRZ ‐ REDUCED VACANCY RATES 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Gross Residential Rents $0 $3,329,304 $3,429,183 $3,532,059 $3,638,020 $3,747,161 $3,859,576 $3,975,363 $4,094,624 $4,217,463
Less Residential Vacancies: 100% 65% 8.5% 5.0% 5.0% 5.0% 5.0% 5.0% 5.0% 5.0%
Residential Vacancies $0 ($2,164,048) ($291,481) ($176,603) ($181,901) ($187,358) ($192,979) ($198,768) ($204,731) ($210,873)
Retail Gross Rents $0 $56,000 $57,680 $59,410 $61,193 $63,028 $64,919 $66,867 $68,873 $70,939
Less Retail Vacancies: 100% 65% 6% 6% 6% 6% 6% 6% 6% 6%
Commercial Vacancies $0 ($36,400) ($3,461) ($3,565) ($3,672) ($3,782) ($3,895) ($4,012) ($4,132) ($4,256)
EGI $0 $1,184,856 $3,191,922 $3,411,302 $3,513,640 $3,619,050 $3,727,621 $3,839,450 $3,954,633 $4,073,273
Expenses $0 ($487,769) ($1,025,000) ($1,055,750) ($1,087,423) ($1,120,045) ($1,153,647) ($1,188,256) ($1,223,904) ($1,260,621)
Expense per Unit ($2,974) ($6,250) ($6,438) ($6,631) ($6,830) ($7,034) ($7,245) ($7,463) ($7,687)
NOI $0 $697,087 $2,166,922 $2,355,552 $2,426,217 $2,499,005 $2,573,974 $2,651,194 $2,730,729 $2,812,652
Capex Reserve ‐ 1.5% if NOI to start; 
grows by 3% per yr) $0 ($10,456) ($10,770) ($11,093) ($11,426) ($11,768) ($12,121) ($12,485) ($12,860) ($13,245)
Net NOI $0 $686,631 $2,156,152 $2,344,459 $2,414,792 $2,487,236 $2,561,853 $2,638,709 $2,717,870 $2,799,406
Debt Service ‐ Interest Only Pmts $0 $0 ($1,747,678) ($1,747,678) ($1,747,678) ($1,747,678) ($1,747,678) ($1,747,678) ($1,747,678) ($1,747,678)
Net Cash from Sale $23,835,049
Before Tax Return ($12,264,407) $0 $686,631 $408,474 $596,781 $667,114 $739,558 $814,175 $891,031 $970,192 $24,886,777
IRR 11% 6% 3% 5% 5% 6% 7% 7% 8%
Stabilized DSCR 1.24                       

Current Value $48,153,817
CAP Rate Yr 10 4.50%
Terminal Sales Price $62,503,369
Selling Expenses ‐ 3% ($1,875,101)
Net Sales Price $60,628,268
Remaining Loan $36,793,220
Cash from Sale ‐ before Tax $23,835,049

Change in Debt Calculations
Total Value $48,153,817.00
Total Costs $49,057,626.11
Loan ‐ 75% $36,793,219.58
Developer Equity ($12,264,406.53)
Loan Amount $36,793,219.58
Interest Rate 4.75%
Amortization Period ‐ Yrs 30                           
Payment per Yr ‐ Interest Only $1,747,677.93
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APPENDIX G
HTRZ ‐ REDUCED VACANCY RATES 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Gross Residential Rents $0 $3,329,304 $3,429,183 $3,532,059 $3,638,020 $3,747,161 $3,859,576 $3,975,363 $4,094,624 $4,217,463
Less Residential Vacancies: 100% 65% 8.5% 5.0% 5.0% 5.0% 5.0% 5.0% 5.0% 5.0%
Residential Vacancies $0 ($2,164,048) ($291,481) ($176,603) ($181,901) ($187,358) ($192,979) ($198,768) ($204,731) ($210,873)
Retail Gross Rents $0 $56,000 $57,680 $59,410 $61,193 $63,028 $64,919 $66,867 $68,873 $70,939
Less Retail Vacancies: 100% 65% 6% 6% 6% 6% 6% 6% 6% 6%
Commercial Vacancies $0 ($36,400) ($3,461) ($3,565) ($3,672) ($3,782) ($3,895) ($4,012) ($4,132) ($4,256)
EGI $0 $1,184,856 $3,191,922 $3,411,302 $3,513,640 $3,619,050 $3,727,621 $3,839,450 $3,954,633 $4,073,273
Expenses $0 ($487,769) ($1,025,000) ($1,055,750) ($1,087,423) ($1,120,045) ($1,153,647) ($1,188,256) ($1,223,904) ($1,260,621)
Expense per Unit ($2,974) ($6,250) ($6,438) ($6,631) ($6,830) ($7,034) ($7,245) ($7,463) ($7,687)
NOI $0 $697,087 $2,166,922 $2,355,552 $2,426,217 $2,499,005 $2,573,974 $2,651,194 $2,730,729 $2,812,652
Capex Reserve ‐ 1.5% if NOI to start; grows by 
3% per yr) $0 ($10,456) ($10,770) ($11,093) ($11,426) ($11,768) ($12,121) ($12,485) ($12,860) ($13,245)
Net NOI $0 $686,631 $2,156,152 $2,344,459 $2,414,792 $2,487,236 $2,561,853 $2,638,709 $2,717,870 $2,799,406
Debt Service ‐ Interest Only Pmts $0 $0 ($1,560,684) ($1,560,684) ($1,560,684) ($1,560,684) ($1,560,684) ($1,560,684) ($1,560,684) ($1,560,684)
Net Cash from Sale $27,771,764
Before Tax Return ($10,952,168) $0 $686,631 $595,468 $783,775 $854,108 $926,552 $1,001,169 $1,078,025 $1,157,186 $29,010,487
IRR 14% 6% 5% 7% 8% 8% 9% 10% 11%
Stabilized DSCR 1.39                             

Current Value $48,153,817
CAP Rate Yr 10 4.50%
Terminal Sales Price $62,503,369
Selling Expenses ‐ 3% ($1,875,101)
Net Sales Price $60,628,268
Remaining Loan $32,856,504
Cash from Sale ‐ before Tax $27,771,764

Change in Debt Calculations
Total Value $48,153,817
Total Costs $43,808,672
Loan ‐ 75% $32,856,504
Developer Equity ($10,952,168)
Loan Amount $32,856,504
Interest Rate 4.75%
Amortization Period ‐ Yrs 30                                 
Payment per Yr ‐ Interest Only $1,560,683.94
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APPENDIX H
NO HTRZ ‐ REDUCED CAP RATE 4.2% 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Gross Residential Rents $0 $3,329,304 $3,429,183 $3,532,059 $3,638,020 $3,747,161 $3,859,576 $3,975,363 $4,094,624 $4,217,463
Less Residential Vacancies: 100% 65% 8.5% 8.5% 8.5% 8.5% 8.5% 8.5% 8.5% 8.5%
Residential Vacancies $0 ($2,164,048) ($291,481) ($300,225) ($309,232) ($318,509) ($328,064) ($337,906) ($348,043) ($358,484)
Retail Gross Rents $0 $56,000 $57,680 $59,410 $61,193 $63,028 $64,919 $66,867 $68,873 $70,939
Less Retail Vacancies: 100% 65% 6% 6% 6% 6% 6% 6% 6% 6%
Commercial Vacancies $0 ($36,400) ($3,461) ($3,565) ($3,672) ($3,782) ($3,895) ($4,012) ($4,132) ($4,256)
EGI $0 $1,184,856 $3,191,922 $3,287,680 $3,386,309 $3,487,899 $3,592,536 $3,700,312 $3,811,322 $3,925,661
Expenses $0 ($487,769) ($1,025,000) ($1,055,750) ($1,087,423) ($1,120,045) ($1,153,647) ($1,188,256) ($1,223,904) ($1,260,621)
Expense per Unit ($2,974) ($6,250) ($6,438) ($6,631) ($6,830) ($7,034) ($7,245) ($7,463) ($7,687)
NOI $0 $697,087 $2,166,922 $2,231,930 $2,298,886 $2,367,854 $2,438,889 $2,512,056 $2,587,418 $2,665,040
Capex Reserve ‐ 1.5% if NOI to start; 
grows by 3% per yr) $0 ($10,456) ($10,770) ($11,093) ($11,426) ($11,768) ($12,121) ($12,485) ($12,860) ($13,245)
Net NOI $0 $686,631 $2,156,152 $2,220,837 $2,287,461 $2,356,086 $2,426,768 $2,499,571 $2,574,558 $2,651,795
Debt Service ‐ Interest Only Pmts $0 $0 ($1,747,678) ($1,747,678) ($1,747,678) ($1,747,678) ($1,747,678) ($1,747,678) ($1,747,678) ($1,747,678)
Net Cash from Sale $24,756,523
Before Tax Return ($12,264,407) $0 $686,631 $408,474 $473,159 $539,783 $608,408 $679,090 $751,893 $826,880 $25,660,641
IRR 11% 6% 3% 4% 4% 5% 6% 6% 7%
Stabilized DSCR 1.24                       

Current Value $48,153,817
CAP Rate Yr 10 4.20%
Terminal Sales Price $63,453,343
Selling Expenses ‐ 3% ($1,903,600)
Net Sales Price $61,549,743
Remaining Loan $36,793,220
Cash from Sale ‐ before Tax $24,756,523

Change in Debt Calculations
Total Value $48,153,817.00
Total Costs $49,057,626.11
Loan ‐ 75% $36,793,219.58
Developer Equity ($12,264,406.53)
Loan Amount $36,793,219.58
Interest Rate 4.75%
Amortization Period ‐ Yrs 30                           
Payment per Yr ‐ Interest Only $1,747,677.93
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APPENDIX I
HTRZ ‐ REDUCED CAP RATE 4.2% 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Gross Residential Rents $0 $3,329,304 $3,429,183 $3,532,059 $3,638,020 $3,747,161 $3,859,576 $3,975,363 $4,094,624 $4,217,463
Less Residential Vacancies: 100% 65% 8.5% 8.5% 8.5% 8.5% 8.5% 8.5% 8.5% 8.5%
Residential Vacancies $0 ($2,164,048) ($291,481) ($300,225) ($309,232) ($318,509) ($328,064) ($337,906) ($348,043) ($358,484)
Retail Gross Rents $0 $56,000 $57,680 $59,410 $61,193 $63,028 $64,919 $66,867 $68,873 $70,939
Less Retail Vacancies: 100% 65% 6% 6% 6% 6% 6% 6% 6% 6%
Commercial Vacancies $0 ($36,400) ($3,461) ($3,565) ($3,672) ($3,782) ($3,895) ($4,012) ($4,132) ($4,256)
EGI $0 $1,184,856 $3,191,922 $3,287,680 $3,386,309 $3,487,899 $3,592,536 $3,700,312 $3,811,322 $3,925,661
Expenses $0 ($487,769) ($1,025,000) ($1,055,750) ($1,087,423) ($1,120,045) ($1,153,647) ($1,188,256) ($1,223,904) ($1,260,621)
Expense per Unit ($2,974) ($6,250) ($6,438) ($6,631) ($6,830) ($7,034) ($7,245) ($7,463) ($7,687)
NOI $0 $697,087 $2,166,922 $2,231,930 $2,298,886 $2,367,854 $2,438,889 $2,512,056 $2,587,418 $2,665,040
Capex Reserve ‐ 1.5% if NOI to start; grows by 
3% per yr) $0 ($10,456) ($10,770) ($11,093) ($11,426) ($11,768) ($12,121) ($12,485) ($12,860) ($13,245)
Net NOI $0 $686,631 $2,156,152 $2,220,837 $2,287,461 $2,356,086 $2,426,768 $2,499,571 $2,574,558 $2,651,795
Debt Service ‐ Interest Only Pmts $0 $0 ($1,560,684) ($1,560,684) ($1,560,684) ($1,560,684) ($1,560,684) ($1,560,684) ($1,560,684) ($1,560,684)
Net Cash from Sale $28,693,239
Before Tax Return ($10,952,168) $0 $686,631 $595,468 $660,153 $726,777 $795,402 $866,084 $938,887 $1,013,874 $29,784,350
IRR 14% 6% 5% 6% 7% 7% 8% 9% 9%
Stabilized DSCR 1.39                             

Current Value $48,153,817
CAP Rate Yr 10 4.20%
Terminal Sales Price $63,453,343
Selling Expenses ‐ 3% ($1,903,600)
Net Sales Price $61,549,743
Remaining Loan $32,856,504
Cash from Sale ‐ before Tax $28,693,239

Change in Debt Calculations
Total Value $48,153,817
Total Costs $43,808,672
Loan ‐ 75% $32,856,504
Developer Equity ($10,952,168)
Loan Amount $32,856,504
Interest Rate 4.75%
Amortization Period ‐ Yrs 30                                 
Payment per Yr ‐ Interest Only $1,560,683.94
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APPENDIX J
NO HTRZ ‐ REDUCED CAP RATE 4.0% 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Gross Residential Rents $0 $3,329,304 $3,429,183 $3,532,059 $3,638,020 $3,747,161 $3,859,576 $3,975,363 $4,094,624 $4,217,463
Less Residential Vacancies: 100% 65% 8.5% 8.5% 8.5% 8.5% 8.5% 8.5% 8.5% 8.5%
Residential Vacancies $0 ($2,164,048) ($291,481) ($300,225) ($309,232) ($318,509) ($328,064) ($337,906) ($348,043) ($358,484)
Retail Gross Rents $0 $56,000 $57,680 $59,410 $61,193 $63,028 $64,919 $66,867 $68,873 $70,939
Less Retail Vacancies: 100% 65% 6% 6% 6% 6% 6% 6% 6% 6%
Commercial Vacancies $0 ($36,400) ($3,461) ($3,565) ($3,672) ($3,782) ($3,895) ($4,012) ($4,132) ($4,256)
EGI $0 $1,184,856 $3,191,922 $3,287,680 $3,386,309 $3,487,899 $3,592,536 $3,700,312 $3,811,322 $3,925,661
Expenses $0 ($487,769) ($1,025,000) ($1,055,750) ($1,087,423) ($1,120,045) ($1,153,647) ($1,188,256) ($1,223,904) ($1,260,621)
Expense per Unit ($2,974) ($6,250) ($6,438) ($6,631) ($6,830) ($7,034) ($7,245) ($7,463) ($7,687)
NOI $0 $697,087 $2,166,922 $2,231,930 $2,298,886 $2,367,854 $2,438,889 $2,512,056 $2,587,418 $2,665,040
Capex Reserve ‐ 1.5% if NOI to start; 
grows by 3% per yr) $0 ($10,456) ($10,770) ($11,093) ($11,426) ($11,768) ($12,121) ($12,485) ($12,860) ($13,245)
Net NOI $0 $686,631 $2,156,152 $2,220,837 $2,287,461 $2,356,086 $2,426,768 $2,499,571 $2,574,558 $2,651,795
Debt Service ‐ Interest Only Pmts $0 $0 ($1,747,678) ($1,747,678) ($1,747,678) ($1,747,678) ($1,747,678) ($1,747,678) ($1,747,678) ($1,747,678)
Net Cash from Sale $27,834,011
Before Tax Return ($12,264,407) $0 $686,631 $408,474 $473,159 $539,783 $608,408 $679,090 $751,893 $826,880 $28,738,128
IRR 12% 6% 3% 4% 4% 5% 6% 6% 7%
Stabilized DSCR 1.24                       

Current Value $48,153,817
CAP Rate Yr 10 4.00%
Terminal Sales Price $66,626,011
Selling Expenses ‐ 3% ($1,998,780)
Net Sales Price $64,627,230
Remaining Loan $36,793,220
Cash from Sale ‐ before Tax $27,834,011

Change in Debt Calculations
Total Value $48,153,817.00
Total Costs $49,057,626.11
Loan ‐ 75% $36,793,219.58
Developer Equity ($12,264,406.53)
Loan Amount $36,793,219.58
Interest Rate 4.75%
Amortization Period ‐ Yrs 30                           
Payment per Yr ‐ Interest Only $1,747,677.93
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APPENDIX K
HTRZ ‐ REDUCED CAP RATE 4.0% 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Gross Residential Rents $0 $3,329,304 $3,429,183 $3,532,059 $3,638,020 $3,747,161 $3,859,576 $3,975,363 $4,094,624 $4,217,463
Less Residential Vacancies: 100% 65% 8.5% 8.5% 8.5% 8.5% 8.5% 8.5% 8.5% 8.5%
Residential Vacancies $0 ($2,164,048) ($291,481) ($300,225) ($309,232) ($318,509) ($328,064) ($337,906) ($348,043) ($358,484)
Retail Gross Rents $0 $56,000 $57,680 $59,410 $61,193 $63,028 $64,919 $66,867 $68,873 $70,939
Less Retail Vacancies: 100% 65% 6% 6% 6% 6% 6% 6% 6% 6%
Commercial Vacancies $0 ($36,400) ($3,461) ($3,565) ($3,672) ($3,782) ($3,895) ($4,012) ($4,132) ($4,256)
EGI $0 $1,184,856 $3,191,922 $3,287,680 $3,386,309 $3,487,899 $3,592,536 $3,700,312 $3,811,322 $3,925,661
Expenses $0 ($487,769) ($1,025,000) ($1,055,750) ($1,087,423) ($1,120,045) ($1,153,647) ($1,188,256) ($1,223,904) ($1,260,621)
Expense per Unit ($2,974) ($6,250) ($6,438) ($6,631) ($6,830) ($7,034) ($7,245) ($7,463) ($7,687)
NOI $0 $697,087 $2,166,922 $2,231,930 $2,298,886 $2,367,854 $2,438,889 $2,512,056 $2,587,418 $2,665,040
Capex Reserve ‐ 1.5% if NOI to start; grows by 
3% per yr) $0 ($10,456) ($10,770) ($11,093) ($11,426) ($11,768) ($12,121) ($12,485) ($12,860) ($13,245)
Net NOI $0 $686,631 $2,156,152 $2,220,837 $2,287,461 $2,356,086 $2,426,768 $2,499,571 $2,574,558 $2,651,795
Debt Service ‐ Interest Only Pmts $0 $0 ($1,560,684) ($1,560,684) ($1,560,684) ($1,560,684) ($1,560,684) ($1,560,684) ($1,560,684) ($1,560,684)
Net Cash from Sale $31,770,726
Before Tax Return ($10,952,168) $0 $686,631 $595,468 $660,153 $726,777 $795,402 $866,084 $938,887 $1,013,874 $32,861,837
IRR 15% 6% 5% 6% 7% 7% 8% 9% 9%
Stabilized DSCR 1.39                             

Current Value $48,153,817
CAP Rate Yr 10 4.00%
Terminal Sales Price $66,626,011
Selling Expenses ‐ 3% ($1,998,780)
Net Sales Price $64,627,230
Remaining Loan $32,856,504
Cash from Sale ‐ before Tax $31,770,726

Change in Debt Calculations
Total Value $48,153,817
Total Costs $43,808,672
Loan ‐ 75% $32,856,504
Developer Equity ($10,952,168)
Loan Amount $32,856,504
Interest Rate 4.75%
Amortization Period ‐ Yrs 30                                 
Payment per Yr ‐ Interest Only $1,560,683.94
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APPENDIX L
NO HTRZ ‐ REDUCED CONSTRUCTION 
COST, REDUCED VACANCY RATES AND 
CAP RATE OF 4.2% 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Gross Residential Rents $0 $3,329,304 $3,429,183 $3,532,059 $3,638,020 $3,747,161 $3,859,576 $3,975,363 $4,094,624 $4,217,463
Less Residential Vacancies: 100% 65% 8.5% 5.0% 5.0% 5.0% 5.0% 5.0% 5.0% 5.0%
Residential Vacancies $0 ($2,164,048) ($291,481) ($176,603) ($181,901) ($187,358) ($192,979) ($198,768) ($204,731) ($210,873)
Retail Gross Rents $0 $56,000 $57,680 $59,410 $61,193 $63,028 $64,919 $66,867 $68,873 $70,939
Less Retail Vacancies: 100% 65% 6% 6% 6% 6% 6% 6% 6% 6%
Commercial Vacancies $0 ($36,400) ($3,461) ($3,565) ($3,672) ($3,782) ($3,895) ($4,012) ($4,132) ($4,256)
EGI $0 $1,184,856 $3,191,922 $3,411,302 $3,513,640 $3,619,050 $3,727,621 $3,839,450 $3,954,633 $4,073,273
Expenses $0 ($487,769) ($1,025,000) ($1,055,750) ($1,087,423) ($1,120,045) ($1,153,647) ($1,188,256) ($1,223,904) ($1,260,621)
Expense per Unit ($2,974) ($6,250) ($6,438) ($6,631) ($6,830) ($7,034) ($7,245) ($7,463) ($7,687)
NOI $0 $697,087 $2,166,922 $2,355,552 $2,426,217 $2,499,005 $2,573,974 $2,651,194 $2,730,729 $2,812,652
Capex Reserve ‐ 1.5% if NOI to start; 
grows by 3% per yr) $0 ($10,456) ($10,770) ($11,093) ($11,426) ($11,768) ($12,121) ($12,485) ($12,860) ($13,245)
Net NOI $0 $686,631 $2,156,152 $2,344,459 $2,414,792 $2,487,236 $2,561,853 $2,638,709 $2,717,870 $2,799,406
Debt Service ‐ Interest Only Pmts $0 $0 ($1,630,859) ($1,630,859) ($1,630,859) ($1,630,859) ($1,630,859) ($1,630,859) ($1,630,859) ($1,630,859)
Net Cash from Sale $30,624,994
Before Tax Return ($11,444,622) $0 $686,631 $525,293 $713,600 $783,933 $856,378 $930,994 $1,007,850 $1,087,011 $31,793,542
IRR 14% 6% 5% 6% 7% 7% 8% 9% 9%
Stabilized DSCR 1.33                       

Current Value $48,153,817
CAP Rate Yr 10 4.20%
Terminal Sales Price $66,967,896
Selling Expenses ‐ 3% ($2,009,037)
Net Sales Price $64,958,859
Remaining Loan $34,333,865
Cash from Sale ‐ before Tax $30,624,994

Change in Debt Calculations
Total Value $48,153,817.00
Total Costs $45,778,486.31
Loan ‐ 75% $34,333,864.73
Developer Equity ($11,444,621.58)
Loan Amount $34,333,864.73
Interest Rate 4.75%
Amortization Period ‐ Yrs 30                           
Payment per Yr ‐ Interest Only $1,630,858.57
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APPENDIX M
HTRZ ‐ REDUCED CONSTRUCTION COST, 
REDUCED VACANCY RATES AND CAP RATE OF 
4.2% 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Gross Residential Rents $0 $3,329,304 $3,429,183 $3,532,059 $3,638,020 $3,747,161 $3,859,576 $3,975,363 $4,094,624 $4,217,463
Less Residential Vacancies: 100% 65% 8.5% 5.0% 5.0% 5.0% 5.0% 5.0% 5.0% 5.0%
Residential Vacancies $0 ($2,164,048) ($291,481) ($176,603) ($181,901) ($187,358) ($192,979) ($198,768) ($204,731) ($210,873)
Retail Gross Rents $0 $56,000 $57,680 $59,410 $61,193 $63,028 $64,919 $66,867 $68,873 $70,939
Less Retail Vacancies: 100% 65% 6% 6% 6% 6% 6% 6% 6% 6%
Commercial Vacancies $0 ($36,400) ($3,461) ($3,565) ($3,672) ($3,782) ($3,895) ($4,012) ($4,132) ($4,256)
EGI $0 $1,184,856 $3,191,922 $3,411,302 $3,513,640 $3,619,050 $3,727,621 $3,839,450 $3,954,633 $4,073,273
Expenses $0 ($487,769) ($1,025,000) ($1,055,750) ($1,087,423) ($1,120,045) ($1,153,647) ($1,188,256) ($1,223,904) ($1,260,621)
Expense per Unit ($2,974) ($6,250) ($6,438) ($6,631) ($6,830) ($7,034) ($7,245) ($7,463) ($7,687)
NOI $0 $697,087 $2,166,922 $2,355,552 $2,426,217 $2,499,005 $2,573,974 $2,651,194 $2,730,729 $2,812,652
Capex Reserve ‐ 1.5% if NOI to start; grows by 
3% per yr) $0 ($10,456) ($10,770) ($11,093) ($11,426) ($11,768) ($12,121) ($12,485) ($12,860) ($13,245)
Net NOI $0 $686,631 $2,156,152 $2,344,459 $2,414,792 $2,487,236 $2,561,853 $2,638,709 $2,717,870 $2,799,406
Debt Service ‐ Interest Only Pmts $0 $0 ($1,443,865) ($1,443,865) ($1,443,865) ($1,443,865) ($1,443,865) ($1,443,865) ($1,443,865) ($1,443,865)
Net Cash from Sale $32,102,355
Before Tax Return ($10,132,383) $0 $686,631 $712,287 $900,594 $970,927 $1,043,372 $1,117,988 $1,194,844 $1,274,005 $33,457,897
IRR 17% 7% 7% 9% 10% 10% 11% 12% 13%
Stabilized DSCR 1.50                             

Current Value $48,153,817
CAP Rate Yr 10 4.20%
Terminal Sales Price $66,967,896
Selling Expenses ‐ 3% ($2,009,037)
Net Sales Price $64,958,859
Remaining Loan $32,856,504
Cash from Sale ‐ before Tax $32,102,355

Change in Debt Calculations
Total Value $48,153,817
Total Costs $40,529,532
Loan ‐ 75% $30,397,149
Developer Equity ($10,132,383)
Loan Amount $30,397,149
Interest Rate 4.75%
Amortization Period ‐ Yrs 30                                 
Payment per Yr ‐ Interest Only $1,443,864.58
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APPENDIX N
NO HTRZ ‐ REDUCED CONSTRUCTION 
COST, REDUCED VACANCY RATES AND 
CAP RATE OF 4.0% 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Gross Residential Rents $0 $3,329,304 $3,429,183 $3,532,059 $3,638,020 $3,747,161 $3,859,576 $3,975,363 $4,094,624 $4,217,463
Less Residential Vacancies: 100% 65% 8.5% 5.0% 5.0% 5.0% 5.0% 5.0% 5.0% 5.0%
Residential Vacancies $0 ($2,164,048) ($291,481) ($176,603) ($181,901) ($187,358) ($192,979) ($198,768) ($204,731) ($210,873)
Retail Gross Rents $0 $56,000 $57,680 $59,410 $61,193 $63,028 $64,919 $66,867 $68,873 $70,939
Less Retail Vacancies: 100% 65% 6% 6% 6% 6% 6% 6% 6% 6%
Commercial Vacancies $0 ($36,400) ($3,461) ($3,565) ($3,672) ($3,782) ($3,895) ($4,012) ($4,132) ($4,256)
EGI $0 $1,184,856 $3,191,922 $3,411,302 $3,513,640 $3,619,050 $3,727,621 $3,839,450 $3,954,633 $4,073,273
Expenses $0 ($487,769) ($1,025,000) ($1,055,750) ($1,087,423) ($1,120,045) ($1,153,647) ($1,188,256) ($1,223,904) ($1,260,621)
Expense per Unit ($2,974) ($6,250) ($6,438) ($6,631) ($6,830) ($7,034) ($7,245) ($7,463) ($7,687)
NOI $0 $697,087 $2,166,922 $2,355,552 $2,426,217 $2,499,005 $2,573,974 $2,651,194 $2,730,729 $2,812,652
Capex Reserve ‐ 1.5% if NOI to start; 
grows by 3% per yr) $0 ($10,456) ($10,770) ($11,093) ($11,426) ($11,768) ($12,121) ($12,485) ($12,860) ($13,245)
Net NOI $0 $686,631 $2,156,152 $2,344,459 $2,414,792 $2,487,236 $2,561,853 $2,638,709 $2,717,870 $2,799,406
Debt Service ‐ Interest Only Pmts $0 $0 ($1,630,859) ($1,630,859) ($1,630,859) ($1,630,859) ($1,630,859) ($1,630,859) ($1,630,859) ($1,630,859)
Net Cash from Sale $33,872,937
Before Tax Return ($11,444,622) $0 $686,631 $525,293 $713,600 $783,933 $856,378 $930,994 $1,007,850 $1,087,011 $35,041,485
IRR 15% 6% 5% 6% 7% 7% 8% 9% 9%
Stabilized DSCR 1.33                       

Current Value $48,153,817
CAP Rate Yr 10 4.00%
Terminal Sales Price $70,316,291
Selling Expenses ‐ 3% ($2,109,489)
Net Sales Price $68,206,802
Remaining Loan $34,333,865
Cash from Sale ‐ before Tax $33,872,937

Change in Debt Calculations
Total Value $48,153,817.00
Total Costs $45,778,486.31
Loan ‐ 75% $34,333,864.73
Developer Equity ($11,444,621.58)
Loan Amount $34,333,864.73
Interest Rate 4.75%
Amortization Period ‐ Yrs 30                           
Payment per Yr ‐ Interest Only $1,630,858.57
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APPENDIX O
HTRZ ‐ REDUCED CONSTRUCTION COST, 
REDUCED VACANCY RATES AND CAP RATE OF 
4.0% 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Gross Residential Rents $0 $3,329,304 $3,429,183 $3,532,059 $3,638,020 $3,747,161 $3,859,576 $3,975,363 $4,094,624 $4,217,463
Less Residential Vacancies: 100% 65% 8.5% 5.0% 5.0% 5.0% 5.0% 5.0% 5.0% 5.0%
Residential Vacancies $0 ($2,164,048) ($291,481) ($176,603) ($181,901) ($187,358) ($192,979) ($198,768) ($204,731) ($210,873)
Retail Gross Rents $0 $56,000 $57,680 $59,410 $61,193 $63,028 $64,919 $66,867 $68,873 $70,939
Less Retail Vacancies: 100% 65% 6% 6% 6% 6% 6% 6% 6% 6%
Commercial Vacancies $0 ($36,400) ($3,461) ($3,565) ($3,672) ($3,782) ($3,895) ($4,012) ($4,132) ($4,256)
EGI $0 $1,184,856 $3,191,922 $3,411,302 $3,513,640 $3,619,050 $3,727,621 $3,839,450 $3,954,633 $4,073,273
Expenses $0 ($487,769) ($1,025,000) ($1,055,750) ($1,087,423) ($1,120,045) ($1,153,647) ($1,188,256) ($1,223,904) ($1,260,621)
Expense per Unit ($2,974) ($6,250) ($6,438) ($6,631) ($6,830) ($7,034) ($7,245) ($7,463) ($7,687)
NOI $0 $697,087 $2,166,922 $2,355,552 $2,426,217 $2,499,005 $2,573,974 $2,651,194 $2,730,729 $2,812,652
Capex Reserve ‐ 1.5% if NOI to start; grows by 
3% per yr) $0 ($10,456) ($10,770) ($11,093) ($11,426) ($11,768) ($12,121) ($12,485) ($12,860) ($13,245)
Net NOI $0 $686,631 $2,156,152 $2,344,459 $2,414,792 $2,487,236 $2,561,853 $2,638,709 $2,717,870 $2,799,406
Debt Service ‐ Interest Only Pmts $0 $0 ($1,443,865) ($1,443,865) ($1,443,865) ($1,443,865) ($1,443,865) ($1,443,865) ($1,443,865) ($1,443,865)
Net Cash from Sale $35,350,298
Before Tax Return ($10,132,383) $0 $686,631 $712,287 $900,594 $970,927 $1,043,372 $1,117,988 $1,194,844 $1,274,005 $36,705,840
IRR 18% 7% 7% 9% 10% 10% 11% 12% 13%
Stabilized DSCR 1.50                             

Current Value $48,153,817
CAP Rate Yr 10 4.00%
Terminal Sales Price $70,316,291
Selling Expenses ‐ 3% ($2,109,489)
Net Sales Price $68,206,802
Remaining Loan $32,856,504
Cash from Sale ‐ before Tax $35,350,298

Change in Debt Calculations
Total Value $48,153,817
Total Costs $40,529,532
Loan ‐ 75% $30,397,149
Developer Equity ($10,132,383)
Loan Amount $30,397,149
Interest Rate 4.75%
Amortization Period ‐ Yrs 30                                 
Payment per Yr ‐ Interest Only $1,443,864.58
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